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“In the World but not of it”: A Reformed Perspective on Christ and Culture 
! ! ! ! ! ! Christ Transforming Culture 

Overview of the weekend
! Transformation Understood
! Transformation Questioned!
! Transformation Renewed

TRANSFORMATION  UNDERSTOOD
!
! A brief look at five approaches to Culture taken by Christians throughout 
! history! ! ! ! H.R. Niebuhr
!
! ! Opposition: !   Christ Against Culture
! ! Synthesis:  !   Christ and/above Culture
! ! Dualism: !    Christ and Culture in Paradox
! ! Agreement !   Christ of Culture
!

     TRANSFORMATION: ! Christ Transforming Culture

1. God is one, sovereign and beyond our comprehension, yet knowable
        and Gracious.         
  
2. In God’s Grace, God creates, sustains and redeems the world   

3. In God’s Grace, God introduces religious beliefs and practices, and moral 
! laws, and ordains particular organizational structures, to inspire, inform, 
! and guide the redemption of individuals and the world.

4. In God’s Grace, God calls individual followers of Christ into partnership to
        accomplish Kingdom building.



  Books

H.R. Niebuhr! Christ and Culture ! 1951
Miroslav Volf! A Public Faith: How Followers of Christ Should Serve 
! ! ! ! ! the Common Good   2011
Andy Crouch ! Making Culture: Recovering our Creative Calling 2008
N.T. Wright! ! Simply Jesus!   2011!  Simply Christian 2009
Phyllis Tickle! The Great Emergence    2012
Steve Monsma! Healing for a Broken World    2008

It is helpful to recall that the repeated struggles of Christians with this problem 
[Christ and Culture] yield no single answer, but only a series of...answers, which 
together...represent phases of the strategy of the militant church in the world. 
That strategy, however, being in the mind of the captain rather than of any 
lieutenants, is not under the control of the latter.... The belief which lies behind 
this effort...is the conviction that Christ as living Lord is answering the question 
[of Christ and culture] in the totality of history and life in a fashion which 
transcends the wisdom of all his interpreters yet employs their partial insights and 
their necessary conflicts. 
! ! ! ! ! H.R. Niebuhr

Theology is not only about understanding the world. It is about mending the 
world. 

I think evangelicals would do better if they concentrated less on bolstering the 
formal authority of the Scripture - which I certainly would want to affirm - and 
more on displaying how biblical texts can shape lives in salutary ways, how they 
are fruitful texts, how they are texts one can live according to.
	 	 	 	 	 Miroslav Volf

I believe the single best question for discerning our calling is where do you 
experience grace--divine multiplication that far exceeds your efforts?...[but there 
is a difficulty] the very divine multiplication that gives us joy and delight in the 
midst of our cultural calling also leads us directly to the places where the world is 
most in pain. 
! ! ! ! ! Andy Crouch
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Jesus did, as Paul says, die for our sins, but his whole agenda of dealing ! with 
sin and all its effects and consequences was never about rescuing individual 
souls from the world but about saving humans so that they could become part of 
his project of saving the world. “My kingdom is not from this world,” he said to 
Pilate;  But the kingdom he brought was emphatically for this world, which meant 
and means that God has arrived on the public stage and is not about to leave it 
again; he has thus defeated the forces both of tyranny and of chaos— and 
established in their place a rule of restorative, healing 
justice! ! ! ! ! NT Wright

 ...about every 500 years the Church feels compelled to hold a giant rummage 
sale... The empowered structures of institutionalized Christianity...become an 
intolerable carapace that must be shattered in order that renewal and new 
growth may occur....There are always at least three consistent results or 
corollary events. First , a new more vital form of Christianity does  emerge. 
Second, the organized expression of Christianity...is reconstituted into a more 
pure, less ossified expression of its former self. Third, the faith is spread.
	 	 	 	 	 Phyllis Tickle

The Bible condemns tree forms of injustice: (1) illegal, evil acts of immoral 
people, (2) governments that themselves, through their oppressive acts, rob 
people of what is due them, (3) social and economic conditions present in 
society that unjustly limit people in their actual opportunities to live lives of 
freedom and responsible action. 
	 	 	 	 	 Steve Monsma

There is not one square inch in the whole domain of our human existence, over 
which Christ, who is sovereign over all, does not cry out, “Mine!”
	 	 	 	 	 Abraham Kuyper

Those who, in the Biblical phrase, would save their lives-- that is those who 
want to get along, who don’t want commitments, who don’t want to get into 
problems, who want to stay outside of a situation that involves the involvement 
of all of us-- they will lose their lives. What a terrible thing to have lived quite 
comfortably, with no suffering, not getting involved in problems, quite tranquil, 
quite settled, with good connections politically, economically, socially--lacking 
nothing, having everything. To what good? They will lo=se their lives.
	 	 	 	 	 Oscar Romero
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TRANSFORMATION  QUESTIONED...by Christians who 
! Oppose culture--
! Synthesize with culture--
! Live in paradox with culture--
! Agree with culture--

! Our response

TRANSFORMATION RENEWED:  Where do we go from here?
 
1. The role of the family.... relationships.
!
! What is working well within families today?
! What isn’t and needs to be changed? How?

2. The role of the Church today in transforming the culture guided and    
! empowered by the Holy Spirit.
!
! What is the Church doing right?
! Where can it improve? How?

3. The role of the state today in transforming the culture under God.
!
! What is the state doing right?
! Where can it improve? How
 
4. Your role in transforming the culture inspired by God, Father, Son, and Holy   
! Spirit.
!
! What have you gotten right or are getting right in understanding your “call” 
! ! from God?
! What is unclear? Or, perhaps, where do you feel you are off track?
! !  
! How does your calling participate in the Trinitarian work of God? (That of 
! creating, building, making or restoring, healing, fixing, or building 
! community, reconciling, comforting, encouraging.! !     



CHRIST AND CULTURE! ! ! H. Richard Niebuhr

Christ vs. Culture! ! 1 John 2:15-17,  James 4:4,  Matt. 5-7

! Christ is seen as opposed to culture because culture is defined as the 
! product of human’s sinful rebellious nature. The task of the Christian !is to 
! withdraw from culture, live a holy personal life, bear witness to God’s gift of 
! salvation and in community with other Christians, practice Christ’s love. 
!
Christ Above Culture! !  Phil. 4:8, Romans 13
!
! Christ’s way is seen as better than culture but not opposed to it. Culture 
! is defined as God ordained human activity which can increase one’s 
! appreciation for God and neighbor. Unfortunately, !humans fall into sin 
! corrupting culture, but only to a degree. The Christian’s task is to add 
! Christ’s unique emphasis on salvation, holiness and sacrificial love to the 
! good--justice and reason-- in culture. 

Christ and Culture in Paradox! ! Romans 7:15-25
!
! Christ is seen as the merciful savior of humans who cannot avoid 
! participating in a culture severely corrupted by human rebellion 
! against God’s way. Although seriously contaminated, culture is used by 
! God to benefit humankind and reveal God’s creative character. 
 
Christ of Culture! ! ! ! John 1:1-13,9! Phil 4:8

! Christ is seen as the epitome of culture. Culture is defined as the result of 
! God working in human lives through reason and conscience. The 
! Christian’s task is to support culture motivated and guided by the example 
! of Christ.
 
Transforming Culture! ! Col 1:15-20!   Exod. 20   Is. 9:6-7

! Christ is seen as the transformer of culture as well as the savior of 
! individuals. Culture is defined as God-ordained human activity which 
! inevitably becomes corrupted by human’s sinful rebellious nature but can 
! be redeemed. The Christians task is to be God’s agents of individual and 
! cultural transformation in accordance with Scripture.  !



Notes:



Mike Charles
Saturday handout--responses to the transformational position from the other four positions.


